Practical aspects of a visual aid to decision making.
Previous research has demonstrated that people with mild intellectual disabilities (ID) have difficulty in 'weighing up' information, defined as integrating disparate items of information in order to reach a decision. However, this problem could be overcome by the use of a visual aid to decision making. In an earlier study, participants were taught to translate information about the pros and cons of different choices into a single evaluative dimension, by manipulating green (good) and red (bad) bars of varying lengths (corresponding to the value ascribed). Use of the visual calculator increased the consistency of performance (and decreased impulsive responding) in a temporal discounting task, and increased the amount of information that participants provided to justify their decisions in scenario-based financial decision-making tasks. The present study examined some practical aspects of visual calculator training, using a pen-and-paper version of two temporal discounting tasks. Participants with mild ID were tested, individually and in a group setting, before and after training in the group setting, and 2 months later. (i) The visual aid improved temporal discounting performance using pen-and-paper presentation in a group setting as effectively as previously demonstrated using computer-based individual presentation. (ii) Following withdrawal of the aid, improvements in temporal discounting performance were maintained at 1 day post training, but lost following a 2-month hiatus; however, participants showed perfect retention, over 2 months, of how to use the aid. (iii) In addition to decreasing impulsivity in a hypothetical task, as previously demonstrated, use of the visual calculator also increased the ability of impulsive participants to wait in real time. The results suggest that the visual calculator has practical applicability to support decision making by people with mild ID in community settings.